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An EKU graduate

OSHA head to speak
By BILLIE ANN WILSON
Boyle County High School
OSHA, (Occupational Safety and
Health Administration), is currently
addressing real occupational safety
hazards and not spending time on
minor and inconsequential matters,
according to Dr. Eulah Bingham,
assistant Secretary of Labor for OSHA
since last March.
Dr. Bingham, who will be the main
speaker at EKU's summer commencement August 3, is currently head
of a government agency which, in the
past, has seemed to satisfy no one and
been under constant fire. During the
past fourteen months, however, visible
changes have been occuring in OSHA.
OSHA was created by the Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970 to protect the health and safety of
American workers.
It has been
criticized, however, for emphazing
safety hazards, while neglecting health
hazards.
In 1977, Secretary of Labor, Ray
Marshall, said no one was happy with
OSHA; businesses large and small said
OSHA's regulations on industries were
either petty in some cases, or grossly
expensive to obey in others.
On the other hand, labor unions
criticized OSHA for doing too little to
protect workers against on-the-job
hazards, especially those involving
health matters.
Statistics gathered by the Bureau of
I^abor were to show an expected decline
in the rate of injuries and illnesses since
1971, but figures indicated that the
number of such cases had increased.
Different figures compiled by the

National Safety Council show a rise in
disabling injuries during 1975.
Former Assistant Secretary of Labor
and OSHA Administrator in 1977,
Morton Com, criticized the "technical
incompetence" of the OSHA staff and
the "superficial watchdog" role played
by the agency.
Corn also cited the following aspects
of OSHA in his criticisms:
1) OSHA was "woefully" understaffed.
2) OSHA's staff morale was very low.
3) OSHA was not keeping in contact
with Congress, businesses, labor, or the
press, and was generating hostility
from all of them.
4) OSHA's staff members were not
coordinating their work with
Washington, so they were interpreting
the laws differently from Maine to
California.
5) OSHA inspectors emphasized safety
hazards but paid little attention to
health hazards.
When asked if 1400 OSHA inspectors
were enough, Dr. Bingham said there
were not enough inspectors, particularly those trained in the health
field. She would like to see a larger
percentage of inspectors with a
masters degree in Industrial Hygiene
so they can better understand
toxicology and the analytical method.
"The more scientifically secure these
inspectors are, the less arbitrary they
will have to be. They can exercise some
judgement in making inspections,
instead of saying, 'Well, the rule says
thus and such, so we'll go by the exact
letter of the law'."
Dr. Bingham graduated from EKU in
1951 with a B.S in chemistry. She will
be presented the honorary degree of

doctor of science by her alma mater on
August 3. She also received the master
of science and the Ph. D. in zoology
from the University of Cincinnati.
In addition to the Department of
Labor, Dr. Bingham's other federal
offices have been with the Food and
Drug Administration, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the
National Air Quality Criteria Advisory
Committee.

Registration date
set for intersession
Registration for EKU's intersession
will be held from t a.m. to 4 p.m., July
24-2S. The intersession itself will run
from Aug. 7 to Aug. 19 and will offer 12
courses.
The courses, depending upon sufficient enrollment, are:
Pre-Industrial World Civilization
(GSS 246), Industrialism in World
Civilization (GSS 247) Fundamentals
and Dynamics of the Military Team
(MIL302), Art Appreciation (ART200).
Art History (ART 390), Conservation of
Wildlife Resources (BIO 317).
Introduction to Modern Geography
(GEO 101), Enjoyment of Music (MUS
271), Real Estate Brokerage (RST 400),
Preparation of Industrial Media (LIB
S43), Athletic Training for Coaches
(PHE 590), and Art Skills and Materials
(RED 590).
Further details on intersession may
be obtained from the EKU Office of
Academic Affairs and Research.

In Lexington for the Midwestern Governor's Conference,
Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston answered questions in a

Huddleston talks at Conference
By JEFF TETRICK
Bourbon County High School
Senator Walter "Dee" Huddleston
(D-Ky.) spoke on the problems of
agricultural marketing to the Midwestern Governors' Conference last

Higher fines for illegal parking
By MARY JANE SANDUSKY
Marion County High School
and DEBBIE FISCHER
"It's a whole new ballgame," said
George Duncan, Assistant Director of
Parking and Transportation, as he
described the new parking system
being implemented at EKU beginning
in the fall semester.
According to Duncan, the new
parking system will be strictly enforced
by campus police.
Persons parking in front of a red fire
zone, for example, will receive up to a
$25 fine and will automatically have
their car towed away. Last year such a

violation would have merely netted a $2
fine.
Under the new system, a driver
parking out of zone will be fined to, a $3
increase over the 1977-78 fine. In addition, after five citations have been
issued, a $50 fine will be imposed. At
this point, a hearing could possibly
occur to determine if the driver will be
permitted to continue parking on
campus.
Duncan said that the present two
dollar fine did not adequately deter
some drivers from parking illegally.
Another change occurring in the
parking system will be in residence hall

parking. A student living on campus
will be issued a parking sticker
allowing him to park in any residence
hall parking lot.
Freshmen will also be permitted to
park in residence hall parking lots.
A new residence hall parking lot is
also being constructed in the area
surrounded by Daniel Boone Drive and
Madison Drive, off Kit Carson Drive,
and will have 116 spaces.
The Model School parking lot,
Duncan said, will become strictly staff
parking. Model students will receive
stickers requiring them to park in the
Coliseum parking lot.

Duncan also stated that a few parking
meters will be installed around the
dorms. The number of meters around
each of the dorms will be determined by
the available space.
The parking
meters will cost five cents per half
hour. Two dollars will be the fine for
overparking.
The price of the parking stickers will
not increase from the 1977-78 fee of $12.
Duncan maintains that changes
resulting from the new parking
arrangement should provide a more
effective system of parking.
He said, "I think it's going to be a
good working system."

Students, faculty aid RIF party
By ANITA SANDUSKY
Marion County High School
EKU students and faculty played a
significant role in the first Reading is
Fundamental (RIF) party in the Richmond community held last Wednesday

in the Irvine-McDowell Park. Staff
members of the Park and Recreation
Board, comprised mostly of Eastern
students earning college credit for summer participation, were responsible for
maintaining the grounds, controlling

PTA leaders
meet at EKU
ByTRICIAPFLUG
Boyle County High School

Kevin and Collin Keefe, twin sons of Dr.
Thomas Keefe, Assistant Professor of
Biological Sciences at EKU, read
preschool books at the RIF Day in the
park- Photo by G.Kleine

The Kentucky State Parent Teachers
Association (PTA) leadership
workshop being held Monday through
Wednesday on Eastern's campus had a
total of 100 people registered by
Tuesday morning.
The workshop is under the direction
of Harold Steele. the first male
president of the Kentucky Congress of
Parents and Teachers (KCPT).
The main objective of the workshop is
to train new leaders to run their own
local PTA units.
PTA had a nation-wide membership
of 6.5 million people and is the largest
volunteer organization in the world.
Steele said,' 'The KCPT gets significant
support from the governor and state
legislature, and the opinions of the PTA
carry a lot of weight in the state.".
"Before any major program change
is made," Steele said, "the question is
how or what effect does it have on the
children."
Steele said that the older a child gets,
the less involved in PTA the parent is.
He attributes this to the fact that young
children demand more from a parent,
and the parent feels a need to be involved in the activities with their child.

traffic, selling concessions, and
scheduling activities.
RIF is a program designed to encourage children to read by providing
free books for children in Richmond.
According to Mrs. Virginia Moretz,
chairman of the Richmond Community
RIF program this is the first time a
party has been held in the area, but
plans are already underway for several
more in the near future.
A festive air filled the park as
youngsters wandered about searching
for their favorite book. They were
initially attracted to the book party by
free pony rides on ponies from Daniel
Boone Stables, free helium-filled
balloons donated by McDonald's
Restaurant, a fire truck to climb into

and inspect, and a magic show performed by "The Great Douganinie,"
alias Doug Nieland, Assistant
Professor of Recreation at Eastern.
The books were bought from
publishing companies at a reduced rate
and paid for by the federally funded
RIF program and private donations.
One of the major financial supporters of
the local RIF efforts has been Richmond's financial institutions under the
leadership of Libby Conner. Additional
financial support was provided on Wed
nesday when Dr. Harry Hoge, acting
chairman of the Geology Department,
turned over a $100 check from the
Kiwanis Club to the Richmond Community RIF program.
(Continued on page 8).

Construction on the Carl D. Perkins
building, which will house facilities for
continuing education and special
programs, is expected to be completed
by spring of 1979.
The building, located on Kit Carson
Dr. near the Robert R. Martin Law
Enforcement, Fire Science and Traffic
Safety Canter will provide a variety of
spaces designed to enhance the
scheduling of short-term activities for
small to large sized groups.
Also planned as part of the new
structure
is
a
sophisticated
planetarium, which will serve to
strengthen the University's offerings in
the sciences.
Perkins, for whom the structure is

Friday. Huddleston said "It would be
extremely convenient if we could
design and implement an agricultural
marketing system for this naUon from
the ground up...but realistically, we are
300 years too late."
Huddleston emphasized the plight of
the farmers, who are not receiving a
fair amount for their products. "Price
fluctuations for farm products have
always been Important, but this Importance has been magnified as these
fluctuations have increased in
magnitude in the past few years."
When asked by Goy. Robert F.
Bennett of Kansas If he believes large
multi-national corporations are controlling the price of grain, Huddleston
said it's "possible" and that it is important to find out.
"All of us have come to expect quality
fruits and vegetables on our grocery
shelves year-round. We want choice
beef, pork, and poultry every day, just
as we expect our milk and eggs always
to be fresh," commented Huddleston.
Huddleston explained the rising
prices by saying, "During the years
since the first Russian grain deals,
agricultural prices have become unstable and have generally increased."
The Senator explained several of his
methods for "fine tuning" Department
of Agriculture regulations, including
the enforcement of Packers and
Stockyards Act, the main device for
regulating competition in the meat
packing industry, and several other
suggestions for reducing monopoly in
agriculture.
To improve the producers' market
position, Huddleston suggested forming
a separate agency within the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, the Farmers
Marketing Service. This Service would
have three primary roles: To conduct
applied research on new opportunities
for producing initiatives in marketing;
to educate and provide assistance to
producers in cooperation with federal
and state extension services so they
may take advantage of these marketing
opportunities; To marshal within the
Department of Agriculture and other
government agencies the necessary
financial and marketing assistance to
get producer initiatives on a firm
economic base.
"It's a long, weedy row to hoe, but the
farmers and consumers of this nation
are entitled to a better functioning
marketing system - a system that
provides equity and stability - and I'm
going to do all I can to see that the
performance of the Agricultural
marketing system of this nation is
improved," ended Huddleston.
In an exclusive press conference held
with Eastern's High School Newspaper
Conference, Senator Huddleston was
questioned on the lowering of the
drinking age (alcohol), and the
decriminalizatlon of marijuana. "I'm
against both," he said, "but I believe
the major penalties should be against
the pushers of drugs, not the users,
possessing small amounts."
When questioned on the nuclear arms
situation, Huddleston replied "I cannot
understand why two such great powers
are spending all of their resources on
making weapons that will possibly lead
to disaster somewhere down the road,
not only for the United States and
Russia, but also for the rest of the
world."

To meet in Combs

^^Beekeepers swarm
to convention

Spring '79 date for Perkins
By JOHNSCHUTTE

private session for students participating in the 10th Annual
High School Newspaper Conference.
Photo by Michael Parker

named,
is
Seventh
District
congressman and a native of Hindman,
Ky.
According to Dr. William Sexton, vice
president for the Office of Public
Service and Special Programs, the new
building will allow for a variety of noncredit, short term activities designed to
serve the special needs of various
special interest groups.
The $5.56 million dollar building also
will offer expanded and more functional space for ,the University's
Division of Radio and Television,
currently housed in the Donovan
Building; for Computing Services, now
in toe Coates Building; and for the
expanding Jonathon T. Dorns Museum,
located on the fourth floor of the Crabbe
Library.

By JOETTE COMBS
PainUvlUe High School
Buzzing around the EKU campus this
week are approximately 150-175
members of the Kentucky Beekeepers
Association. The members are here for
a honey of a conference on beekeeping.
(For additional Information on the
Kentucky State Beekeepen meeting
which began today in the Combs
Building (where else?) see news story
on page six of this Issue.))
A portion of the conference will include an opportunity for the Kentucky
Beekeepers to comb through the EKU
Bee Yard, located on the University,
farm, behind the SUteland Dairy
Center. Some will no doubt, look upon
this as a tweet little field trip.
Professor James Stacker of EKU's
Agriculture Department said that
Eastern keeps about 20 hives of Italian
bees in the Bee Yard. "This is the most

common bee in the United States,"
noted Prof. Stocker. "They're more
gentle than some of the other types of
bees, and they produce plenty of
honey."
Giving a real sting to bee's reputations
are recent movies such as "The
Swarm."
When asked if bee strains such as the
African bees would spread as far as
Kentucky, Prof. Stocker said, "A lot of
people that are knowledgeable don't
think so." He pointed out that if the bees
spread as far north In the U.S. as they
have south in South America, then they
should get no farther north than
Louisiana, and some of the other
Southern states.
Even If the bees did spread farther
north, the likelihood of their being
dangerous would be greatly reduced by
breeding with other strains of bees
already present in the U.S.

'
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Low youth vote in county
By BILLIE ANN WILSON
Boyle County High School
Concern and interest in
government among young
adults is decreasing. This is
reflected by the voter turnouts
in 1976 and 1977.
Of the approximately 10,000
people in Madison County who
are between the ages of 18 and
24, only 23 per cent voted in the
1976 general election, 7 per cent
fewer of this group voted in
1977.
According to Senator Walter
Huddles ton, this is possibly due
to a limited attention span
because, he said, "Young
people are more interested in
other activities, such as grades,

than elections." Huddleston
also cited lack of political
knowledge as a reason behind
the low voter turnouts.
We are no longer involved in
the Vietnam War. However,
the nation is still fighting for
human rights, civil rights, and
equal -rights (ERA).
The
problems of inflation, unemployment, and a decreasing
energy supply are still facing
the nation.
Because these issues are of
national importance, some
people feel impotent in dealing
with them on the local level.
Denial of rights, however,
frequently begin in towns no
larger than Richmond. And the

testing of issues of such
magnitude are not usually
initiated by Washington officials. They often begin with
individuals who, at one time in
their lives, had very little influence in their own community.
Rosa Parks was virtually
unknown, until she refused to
give her bus seat to a white
man in Montgomery, Alabama.
Her action lead to a local bus
boycott by blacks.
This
seemingly insignificant action
sparked national interest and
finally civil rights reforms.
Allan Bakke was also virtually unknown until he
protested the University of
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California at Davis' policy of
accepting a certain percent of
minority students; a decision
he felt denied his right to a
medical education.
The
Supreme Court's decision
calling such action "reverse
discrimination" certainly has
attracted the attention of the
nation.
Of course, not every person
can have a dramatic impact on
the policy of our nation, but the
right to vote does guarantee
every person at least one
means of voicing his own
opinions; one way of sending a
message to his mayor, his city
council or his county courthouse.
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Orientation:

Frosh informed
By DEAN HOLT
Boyle County High School
orientation

the Freshmen this writer
shares his belief about its
worth.

program designed to introduce
incoming Freshmen and their
parents to EKU is currently underway. The program, run by
the offices of Student Affairs
and Undergraduate Studies,
has proven to be a successful
way to help students adjust to
college life, inform their parents about the university, and
to provide financial aid information.
While not revealing costs of
the program, EKU Vice
President Thomas Myers feels
the program is worth its cost in
preparing students for college
life. After having completed the

However, mostly general information is offered by this
program with only limited
amounts of explicit information
provided concerning the
student's majors.
Arranging such discussions
would apparently not be an insurmountable task as usualh
Freshmen are brought in for
orientation in groups which
have a common planned major.
Providing such additional information would further
prepare students to enter
college. But the information
currently given to students
should not be sacrificed.

The

Foster ensembles perform
during the show were several
clarinets, flutes, french horns,
xylophones, violins, various
types of drums, and a variety of
brass instruments. Several of
the selections were classical.
Musical highlights of the
show included an electrifying
percussion performance and an
excellent drum solo. Both of
these acts brought the crowd to
its feet for an ovation. There
were also good trumphet and
saxophone solos at the end of
the show.

Students attending the Foster Music Camp receive instruction during a secUonal
practice. (Photo by John Schutte.)

By TOMMY THORNBURG
Boyle County High School
The small ensemble concert
for the Foster Music Camp
began with several loud, brassy
rock numbers in the Campbell
Building last Wednesday
evening.
Having rehearsed
together only three times, the
jazz ensemble performed ex-

ceptionally well. Instruments
played by the group included
saxophones,
trumphets,
guitars, trombones, drums, and
a piano. Tunes performed by
the jazz ensemble included
"Walk on By" and "Games
People Play".
Performing during the show
were several other ensembles.
Among the instruments used

The flute ensembles provided
some of the concert's best
music. The flutists provided
beautiful, crisp sounds.
One of the most polished and
impressive ensembles in the
concert was the Poster Camp
Brass Choir. The musicians
handled their music, compositions of the seventeenth
century, with skill.
A rendition of "Feelings"
was done by Janice Stivers of
the Foster Vocal Camp, and she
was accompanied by the Foster
Jazz Emsemble. The song was

Mondale views press
By WALTER MONDALE
The great newspaper cartoonist David Low once wrote
the epitaph he wanted to see on
his tombstone. It went like
this: "Here lies a nuisance
dedicated to sanity."
It is
shrewd comment on the journalist's trade. And it pinpoints
the role of the news media in a
free society.
Reporters and editors inform, irritate and worry us.
Their job is to dig for the facts,
no matter how alarming or unflattering.
The job is to steer this nation
toward sanity, to help us shape
a bewildering amount of raw information into the reasoned
opinions that make our people
thank God, the best informed in
the world.
This year we celebrate the
150th
anniversary "of
Macauley's famous observation that "the gallery in
which the reporters sit has
become a fourth estate of the
realm." A vital free press and
news profession is a check and
a balance to government, and
the best watchdog we have of
an open and just society.

Against tough odds, the
American news industry has
stood its ground. It exposed
abuses by intelligence agencies; it exposed the Pentagon
Papers; it exposed the corruption and deceit of an administration.
And its investigative and hard-hitting
journalism has caused truly
massive reforms in practically
all major public institutions in
American life.
Yet recent events have
aroused nevt anxieties. I know
that the media are deeply concerned about the decision of the
Supreme Court in the Stanford
Daily case. And I know that
nothing is more important than
a vigorous, healthy and probing
press. As a result of that
decision, many sense a new
shadow cast over the media's
work.
Three years before the Constitutional Convention, ThomasJefferson said, "Our liberties
depend on the freedom of the
press, and that cannot be
limited without being lost." We
are fortunate to have had
founding fathers who believed
in the freedom of the press.
And we are doubly blessed be-

cause we have a Constitution
that turns our most deeply held
beliefs into law. Freedom of
the press, like freedom itself, is
no luxury. It is, in fact, what
America is all about.
The preceding was excerpted
from a speech Vice President
Mondale gave recently to the
Washington chapter of Sigma
Delta Chi, the Society of
Professional Journalists.

well done, but at times music
drowned out the singer.
The Foster Jazz Ensemble
ended the concert with a fun,
upbeat tune from the "Big
Band Era".
Like most musical performances, the Foster program
had its high and low points, but
it provided a nice two hours of
entertainment last Wednesday
night.

summer

Summer spurs activities
By ANITA SANDUSKY
Marion County High School
There are many activities
going on in and around Richmond to keep EKU students
busy this summer. Among
them are:
—Tid-Bits, a performance by
the Lexington Children's
Theater Park Bench Players
which will appear in the Fayette County parks and run
through July 28.
—The Book of Job is being
performed at the Pine Mountain State Park Amphitheater
in Pineville. It runs nightly, except Sundays, beginning at
9:30.
—Jacques Brel Is Alive and
Living in Paris is now appearing at Diners' Playhouse in
Lexington.
—Fiber, Leather and Clay is
an art exhibit by the Lexington
Art League. It will run through
August 5 and is located at Doctors Park Gallery, 1517 South
Limestone Street in Lexington.
—With Photographs from
Nature is an exhibition of
photographically illustrated
books at the Special Collections

175 recognized

Employees honored
By MARY JANE SANDUSKY
Marion County High School
Persons who seldom receive
recognition for the jobs they
perform are the maintenance
employees who keep this
University running smoothly.
Recently a luncheon was
hosted by EKU to honor 175 employees. However not enough
thanks is expressed to employees who have had long time
dedication.
Paul Ferrell and Mrs. Maria
Bates were presented with

orientation program alongside

plaques at the luncheon for
their 25 and 22 years of service
to EKU. Mrs. Bates said she
was happy that she was
thanked for her service. She
said her plaque is hanging in
he'r'living room and her friends"
have commented favorably on
her award and her service to
Eastern.
I wonder how many people
here at EKU have personally
thanked the employees for
keeping dorms and other
facilities up to par. Have you?

Library, M.I. King Library,
University of Kentucky, running through July 28.
—Drawings and sculpture by
James Dennis Williams will be
exhibited from noon to 5 p.m.
daily through July 23 at the
Piedmont Art Gallery in
Augusta, Ky.
—Watercolors and acrylics
exhibited by Neil Di Teresa and
a painting exhibit by Alice and
Ann Bruner will run through
July 23 at the Owensboro
Museum of Fine Art from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. on weekends.
—The Stephen Foster Story is
being performed at the J. Dan
Talbott Amphitheater in
Bardstown.
—Bruce Springsteen will be
in concert at Louisville Gardens at 8 p.m. on August 5.
—The Madison County Fair
will be held from July 24 thru
29.

—University of Kentucky
Summer Repertory Theatre
will present The Secret Affairs
of Mildred Wild on July 21, 25,
and 27; Hay Fever on July 20,
23, and 29; The Roar of the
Greasepaint - The Smell of the
Crowd on July 22,26, and 28.
—Pioneer Playhouse in Danville will present A Thousand
Clowns through Saturday and
Hound of the Baskervilles-from
July 24 through August 12.
—The legend of Daniel
Boone is running through
August 26 at the Old Fort
Harrod State Amphitheatre.
—Wilderness Road is at the
Indian Fort Theater at Berea
College through September 3.
—The Importance of Being
Earnest will be performed
Saturdays through August 5 at
7:30 p.m. at Chusing Hall at
Alice Lloyd College.
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Alerted to investigate the report of a domestic dispute, officers
in the Bureau of Training at EKU are forced to apprehend the
husband, a Ky. Bureau of Training instructor. (Photo by
Malcolm L Stations.)
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After a brisk bout with several officers, the suspect. Stan Patton. a Bureau
of Training Instructor, is placed under arrest and handcuffed by the
students of the Bureau of Training. I Photo by Malcolm I. Stallons I

Police 'act-out' real situations
perience gained but to the ex- who saved the life of a child by
tent of new knowledge in aiding giving
him
artificial
in emergency situations," May respiration, something he had
"Simulation exercises offer added, "Just last week I not known how to dti before
the cadet an opportunity to use received a report of an officer coming to this course."
practical knowledge learned
during the training program,"
stated A. Jack May, Director of
the Division of I-egal Services.
The training bureau came to
EKU ten years ago, before the
law enforcement program
received it's number one
ranking in the country, and it is
the only place such a training
program can be found in Kentucky.
"The program's primary function is to give in-service
training to police officers
currently under employment
by a state police agency," commented May.
Besides the gaining of new
knowledge and the latest practices, if an entire department
completes the training
program the state will give
each officer a bonus of 15 percent of his yearly salary.
In addition the state also pays
for the training program. This
is made possible through the
monies that have been made
available through the increase
in all traffic fines.
To date the training program
'Vv
has given approximately 25,000
certificates of completion to
Kentucky officers.
Bureau of Training student James E. Rogers tries to bring the
"The program is very worthsuspect under control during a training exercise of the Ky
while if not only from the exBureau of Training. (Photo by Mark Manningly. i
By MICHAEL PARKER

Debbie Fischer, a senior journalism major from Paris, Irvine police officer and a student of the Bureau of
Ky., is arrested and handcuffed by James E. Rogers, an Training. (Photo by David Smiley.)

msm

Students of the Mass Communications Photography workshop had the form of the pictures displayed on this page,
the assignment to cover the training exercise and the results are in , photo by Glen Kleine.)
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Pitchers sign with EKU
Chris
Reinsant,
a
righthanded pitcher from
Pawtucket, R.I., signed a
national letter-of-intent with
Eastern, according to head
baseball coack Jack Hissom.
Reinsant, who stands 64
and weighs 175 pounds, played
for St. Raphael Academy in
Pawtucket where he compiled
a 10-2 record his last two years
of prep school. He was 4-1 his

Junior year with a 2.12 E.R.A.
and 6-1 last year with a 1.10
E.R.A.
While pitching 57 innings
last year, he totaled 77
strikeouts and was a major
factor in his team's advancement to the finals of the
Class B state tournament.
"I feel like Chris is the
pitcher we've been needing
because of his excellent

Toughest in OVC

Schedule rated
In a recent issue of the
national publication
Basketball Weekly, Eastern's
1077-78 basketball schedule
was rated tops among the
other Ohio Valley Conference
schools.
Eastern,
who
played
Minnesota, Toledo, Cincinnati, Marquette and Army
last year, received a power
rating of 68.0. Other league
schools and their ratings included Western Kentucky,
63.3; Murray State, 62.0;
Middle Tennessee, 60.7;
Austin Peay, 60.1; Tennessee
Tech, 57.0; Morehead State,
55.0; and East Tennessee,
54.3.
"We feel our schedule is

year and that this coming
season's schedule should be
stronger overall than last
year's," said EKU head coach
Ed Byhre.
Eastern has its regular 12game OVC card for the upcoming year, plus appearances in two tournaments—the
Show-Me
Classic at Columbia, Mo. with
Missouri, Southern Illinois
and
Alabama-Birmingham
and the Wolfpack Classics
with Nevada-Reno, Fresno
State and Georgetown, D.C.
EKU also has single games
scheduled with Division I
schools
Dayton,
North
Carolina-Charlotte, Toledo,
West Virginia, Ball State and
Butler.

Workshop teaches
outdoor recreation

team at quarterback, Horvath, who stands 6-2to and
weighs 175 pounds, lettered in
football, basketball and
baseball four years each at
Corbin.
"With the signing of Tom,
we
have
inked
five
righthanded pitchers for next
season. He was an outstanding
high school athlete with the
mental toughness needed to
compete in college,'-' Hissom
said. "We hope to sign some
A second-team choice on the other players later this
1077 All-Southeastern Ken- summer with a lefthanded
tucky Conference football pitcher our top priority."

record of complete games,"
said Hissom.
Baseball coach Jack Hissom
also announced the signing of
righthanded pitcher Tom
Horvath of Corbin
High
School to a letter-of-intent
Horvath, 18, accumulated a
104 record during his four
years with Corbin. This past
season, he also played first
base part-time where he
batted .362.

By Mary Jany Sandusky
Marion County High School
The Recreation Workshop,
under the direction of
Associate Professor Sheryl
Stephan, which concluded last
Monday, introduced teachers
to the outdoor environment.

variety, change and adaptation, interrelationships,
community, habitat, a social
studies lesson in the cemetery,
a study of Silver Creek, and a
day of 'initiative deeds' in
which teams work together in
games.
Dr. Stephan said that she
Among some of the concepts thought the workshop was a
covered were similarity, success.

Real Estate class offered
By ANITA SANDUSKY
Marion County High School
A real estate appraising
workshop is now being conducted through July 28 by
John C. Dan bey. president of
Danbey and Associates,
Atlanta, Georgia, a real estate
appraisal and consulting firm,
and Edward L. White, a fee
appraiser from Indianapolis,
Indiana.
Students must first complete "An Introduction to

Ringley-Dotson commended
for outstanding season
Eastern juniors, Ureg
Ringley and Jeff Dotson, both
natives of Coeburn, Va.,
completed
outstanding
seasons in 1078 for coach Jack
Hissom's EKU baseball
Colonels.
Dotson, a starter at first
base for Eastern, was the
second leading hitter for the
Colonels with his .373 batting
average. He was 31-63, including three doubles, one
home run and nine runs batted
in.
Ringley, who was a candidate for all-star honors as
All-Ohio Valley Conference

catcher in both 1077 and 1078,
closed the past season with a
.325 batting average.
He
collected 23 hits in 71 at bats,
had five doubles, two home
runs and 18 RBI's.
"Greg and Jeff had excellent seasons for us and
we're looking forward to them
having even better senior
years," said Hissom.

Members of the Recreation Workshop are shown here participating in outdoor games. The participants include, (on
top) Jenny Jeter, (from left to right) Judy Durham, Connie
Maggard, and Mary Jo Helm.
photo by Chris Wellmeyer
Burgin Independent School

Coach gives football outlook

Eastern, who finished with
By JEFF TETRICK
seven of its nine regulars with
.300 averages or better, placed Bourbon County High School
Even though the football
13th in the final NCAA
statistics with a .328 team team lost a tackle, a
batting average.

^sBtllhimlJ
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homa
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DOWNTOWN RICHMOND
220 i.ist M.iin

linebacker, and two defensive
backs from his starting lineup,
Coach Roy Kidd expects his
1978 team to have a better

defense than in recent years.
Kidd also lost the center, both
tackles, a wide receiver, the
tailback, and the quarterback
from his starting offense.
Kidd said the 1977 team had
a good season, despite their 5-5
record, which included
beating a previously un-

Band camps march
on Eastern campus
Marching bands from Estill
County, Warren East and
Williamstown High Schools
are attending a one-week band
camp this week.
About 1,500 musicians will
attend the band camps during
the next four weeks, using
Eastern's facilities to practice
marches and musical formations for performances at
high school football games
this fall.
Estill County under the
direction of James Palm, is
the biggest group enrolled in
the first session with 64
musicians. Warren East with
54 musicians from Bowling
Green is directed by Nancy
Alexander, and 53 Williamstown marchers will accompany director Gary
Darlington.
Band directors and other
instructors will lead their
students in concentrated

CLEARANCE

Appraising Real Property" or
a similar course before taking
the "Principles of Income
Property Appraising" which
deals with the principles and
techniques of net income
capitalization.
Completion of the course
will be credited toward the
Senior
Real
Property
Appraiser (SRPA)
designation, and will also be
accepted for credit by other
appraisal organizations.

defeated East Tennessee
team.
Coach Kidd doesn't expect
the team's statistics to be
better, but he doesn't rule out
the possibility.
He did,
however, say that a small
number of scholarships limits
their prospects.

Cheerleaders meet

practice and marching in fullband, sectional and individual
rehearsals.
The camps are sponsored by
the EKU Division of
University-School Relations,
Henry Pryse, director.

Some of the nation's top
college cheerleaders will be at
Eastern, Aug. 6-10, to stage
the 11th annual summer
cheerleading camp.

Dr. Champlain stresses
learning 2nd language
ByTRICIAPFLUG
Boyle County High School
Dr. Dorothy Champlain,
Professor of Elementary
Education, was the fourth of
six speakers to speak in the
summer lecture series
presented by the EKU College
of Education, held in the Grise
Room of the Combs Building
last Wednesday.
The topic of her speech was
"Foreign Language and the

Sponsored by the International Cheerleading
Foundation, the Eastern camp
will be conducted by teachers
recruited from the 1977-78 top
20 college and university
cheer groups.

Cheerleaders from Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, Virginia,
and West Virginia are slated
Young Child," in which she to attend the camp.
stressed the importance of A variety of courses will be
children learning a second taught at the camp that enlanguage at an early age.
compass subjects geared both
According to Dr. Cham- to beginning and advanced
plain, "A young child enjoys a cheerleaders. Awards will be
favorable position in that he is given for general imnot yet literate." She also said provement and a certificate
that younger children master will be awarded to each
languages more successfully student upon completion of the
than adolescents or adults, course,
although whether they learn
cheerleading
better or faster is still an open Complete
squads
or
individual
question.
cheerleaders are welcome at
the camp.
Registration
deadline is July 31, and for
further
information
or
registration materials, contact Henry Pryse at the EKU
Division of University-School
Relations, telephone (606) 6223821.

More band camps
Another band camp starts at
Eastern this Sunday and will
be attended by bands from the
high schools of Campville,
Highlands at Ft. Thomas,
Pendleton
County
at
Falmouth, and Breckinridge
County at Harned.
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Midwest governors gather

This conference has been
good practice for the governor's assistant, who is now
helping to plan the National
Governor's Conference to be
held in Louisville next year.
"There are 54 governors of
states and provinces," said
Babbage. "We expect 44 or 45
at the conference next year.
He added that the National
Governor's Conference in
Louisville could net for the
state from $5 to $7 million.
Babbage said planners
selected quality items—
nameplates. license tags, and
well-made briefcases—to add
to the governor's remembrances of the conference.
"We tried to learn from
other's mistakes," said
Babbage. "If we went to a
conference and registration
went poorly, we said, okay,
we'll do registration another
way to improve things."
Babbage, who has been
greatly influenced by his
family, which includes four
generations of journalists,
said he still considers himself
a journalist, although he now
works in the political scene.
His political and journalistic
future will depend on later
choices made by himself and
his financee, Laura Schulte,

Student to present
recital in G if ford

A two-hour orientation
session will be offered on July
31 and Aug. 1 to help adults
who are interested in beginning or returning to college.
This cost-free session, offered by the Division of
Continuing Education, will
introduce them to the
University and college
studies. It is Eastern's answer for those adults who

The public is invited to a
free graduate student recital
at 4 p.m. on Sunday by
I^wrence Crawford, woodwinds, London, who will play
Faure, Marcello, Jacobi, and
Saint-Saens. This recital is
being presented by the
Department of Music.

By MICHAEL W. PARKER

an EKU sophomore with a
"There are no creative
double major in journalism
designs allowed in this course.
and nursing.
Poltical life
only commercial design
pots a lot of stress on
patterns. This allows for
families," said Babbage, "and
comparison under controlled
she and I will make those
situations," stated Ruth
decisions together later."
Phillips, Assistant Professor
Although Babbage had a
of Clothing and Textiles at
double major in political
EKU.
science and journalism, he felt
Professor Phillips is the
his journalism background
director of the advanced
was particularly helpful
tailoring workshop, in the
during the conference because
Department
of
Home
he has had to deal with "a
Economics, which is currently
hundred reporters at a time. I
being conducted through July
understood
what
they
28
needed..."
"The workshop is new to
He said, quoting Joseph
EKU and this is the first time
Pulitzer, founder of the New
I've ever taught at Eastern,"
York World and the St Looix
exclaimed Phillips, "but it's
Post-Dispatch, "I was taught
fun so far."
there were three main prin- „
Ruth Phllll s
ciples of journalism-they are
P - Assistant Professor of Clothing and Textiles, helps Currently the class is
accuracy accuracy ac a student dunn» *• advanced tailoring workshop being held at working on coats or Jackets
curacy " He said some of the EKUtnrouRhJul> M ' Photo by Michael Parker i
tor fall wear, and with only
,"
seven people in the class much
reporters covering the conference forgot those rules.
Babbage said that his main
aim in life is to be happy.
More important to him than
ByJEFFTETRICK
money, but also to give them while also earning college
winning a political office is Bourbon County High School an impression of the field in credit. A minimum of M hours
influencing others. "If I can
"The Cooperative which they may be par- of training is required for each
be an influence on someone's Education program is not set ticipating," says Kenneth hour of academic credit.
life, or on the livesof three or up for the student only to earn Noah, Coordinator of the co-op
Because of the program,
four people, my life will have
program; here at EKU.
Eastern students are working
been worthwhile." said DoiTiS MuSeiHTl The co-op program helps on jobs from Florida to
Babbage.
students earn more money Canada, with pay ranging
Open in SUmmer and get on-the-job experience from minimum wage to |8.73

personal attention is possible Phillips recently joined the
foralL
EKU staff after leaving UK
for what she described,
Enrollment in the class is "...much superior facilities."
limited to students with a
Phillips has also taught at
senior standing or graduate Berea college during her
level,
career.

TV sets repaired
by workshop students
By ANITA SANDUSKY
MartM Caaaty Higk SekMl
Among the many activities
being held on the EKU
CJunpus ^ „„„,„. w ,
workshop in Vocational
Industrial and Technical
Education conducted by Dale
Patrick,
Professor
of
Industrial Education and
Technology. The workshop
began July 1 and concluded
last Saturday. During the
program the students were
taught how to service con-

sumer products such as
radios, televisions, and
stereos. They also discussed
new and innovative trends in
TV.
During the IS day workshop,
representatives from BK
Electronics and Sencore were
among the guest lecturers
that spoke to the students.
According to Professor
Patrick , many of the students
are going into the TV service
business or vocational
technical teaching.

Learning and earning-Florida to Canada

Orientation aids
enrolling adults
remark, "With a little help, I'd
go back to school.'"
The session will cover the
problems encountered by the
adult part-time student
returning to college. Topics
will include the adult as a
learner, the variety of
program options, admissions
procedures, how to register
for classes, credit for previous
college work, financial aid and
career planning.

The J.T. Dorris Museum
will be open to visitors on
weekends until the end of the
summer school session Aug. 4.
according to museum curator
Jane Munson.
She encouraged students to
take advantage of the additional summer hours and
come view the museum's
displays on Kentucky and
Madison County history
The museum will be open
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
Saturday and 5 to 10 p.m. on
Sunday. It is located on the
fourth floor of Eastern's John
Grant Crabbe Library
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EKU STUDENTS SPECIAL

% Lb. T Bone

BONANZA
Large Bake. Potato Teus Trot
Phis all the salad yn CM til
tromwr 35 it en Salad Bar

$M
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Coupon Good Anytime
Free refills N Soft Drinks. lea mi cffftt
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Open SM-TIHTS 11:00 a*.430 PJN
Fri. art Sat 1140 a* 10* p*
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$251

reg. 3.25

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION FOR STUDENTS!

JIM'S

since this January at the U.S.
Forestry Service in Berea.
Ann does lab and technical
work for a soil scientist, which
aids him in the writing of
scientific reports. Ann is a
Junior at EKU. majoring in
Environmental resources and
Biology.

Downtown Richmond
Behind Courthouse

Ophthaimic Dispenser
205 Gen Lane

On Anything Of value

an hour. Several of the more
than 300 students in the
program work here on
campus at places such as the
greenhouse, data processing,
the print shop, and the
university farm.
Ann Kannapell has been
participating in the program
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Grad heads conference
ByTRICIAPFLUG
Boyle CouMty High School
Robert A. Babbage, Jr.,
former EKU student and
Progress editor, arranged for
EKUs
High
School
Newspaper
Conference
participants to attend the
Friday session of the Midwestern Governor's Conference held in Lexington July
12-15.
Babbage, who was listed as
general co-chairman of the
conference, credited his EKU
journalism background with
helping him in his role as
administrative assistant to the
governor.
The conference, held once
each year, had seven
governors in attendance.
These included the 77-79
chairman of the conference,
Arthur A. Link of North
Dakota; Otis Bowen of
Indiana; Robert F. Bennett,
Kansas; Julian M. Carroll,
Kentucky;
Joseph
P.
Teasdale, Missouri; J. James
Exon, Nebraska; and James
A. Rhodes, Ohio. Babbage
said low attendance at the
conference was influenced by
this being an election year.
The conference, which cost
an estimated $100,000, could
bring in as much as $700,000 to
Central Kentucky.
In addition, to economic advantages,
a " successful
governor's conference lends
political prestige to Kentucky,
according to Babbage.
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3.4% of cases fatal

Communications Dept. active
By JOHN SCHUTTE

Child abuse problem addressed

Holt, Tricia Pflug and Billie

By DEAN HOLT
Boyle Couty High SCSMMI

Student* participating in the Am WUaon- aU f™"1 Wt
10th Annual High School. County H'«h Scho0': Jeff
Newspaper Conference at- Tetrlck, Bourbon County High
tended the Midwestern School; Anita Sandusky and
Governor's Conference at the Mary Jane Sandusky from
Hyatt Regency motel in Marion County High School.
Lexington but Friday as a The session was also atpart of their class itinerary. tended by Eastern graduate
The students were able to
experience first-hand a full
day of political speeches and
activities including a press
conference with Kentucky
Gov. Julian Carroll, an exelusive press conference with
U.S. Senator Walter "Dee"
Huddles ton, and attending the
State Dinner where Vice
President Walter Mondale
delivered a major address.
Students also discussed
Journalism
with
Snnja
McKinney, Editor of the
Sunday Magazine of the
Danville
Advecate-Messenger; Ken Gullette, newswrtter
for WLAP and humor writer
for the Richmond Register;
John Perkins, photographer
for United Press International, and Mindy Shannon,
news reporter for WLEX-TV.

"People who are frustrated
are the most common abnsers
of children," according to Dr.
Karen Greenough, Assistant
Professor
of
Special
Education.
Dr. Greenough was speaker
at the College of Education
program concerning child
abuse held Tuesday in the
Combs building.
The speech addressed the
questions: 1) What is child
abuse and neglect? 2) Who
abuses children? 3) What can
educators do? and 4) What is
happening to children in foster
care?
Dr. Greenough said that
abuse went beyond the
physical aspect and included

Joette Combs, a teacher at
Paintsville High School, and
undergraduates Debbie
Fischer, Michael Parker,
Margaret MacDonald, Beth
Schoen and John Schutte.

First photo
conference held
The First annual High
School
Publications
Photography Conference was
held at Eastern June 26-July 7
The workshop, directed by
Kleine,
assistant
Gien
professor of communications,
wa8 designed for high school
and college students who
wished to gain knowledge and
practical experience In
publications photography,

The two week course was
attended by high school
High School students at- students Mark Manning,
tending the session were: Evart High School, Kenvir;
Tommy Thornburg, Dean Laura Munson, Holy Rosary

James Harris, chairman of the Department of Mass Communications, accepts a check for $6,000 from Creed Black
(right) publisher of The Lexington Herald, and Don Mills
(left), editor of The Lexington Herald. The money is slated
for purchase of an electronic editing system.
High School, l/)ulsville; and
David Smiley, Model High
School in Richmond.
Working with the high
school students were Eastern
students Debbie Fischer,
Margaret MacDonald,
Michael Parker, Beth Schoen

and John Schutte, along with
Malcolm Stations of the
Lexington Herald and two
independent school systems
teachers,
Mrs.
Brenda
Gentry of Berea and Mrs.
Chris
Wellmeyer
of
Harrodsburg.

Ag. Commissioner to speak

State beekeepers meet today
By JOETTE COMBS
I'alntsville High School
The
Kentucky
State
Beekeepers Association opens
its seventh annual conference
at
Eastern
Kentucky
University this evening. The
conference will meet July 2022 in the Combs Building.
Raymond Layne, editor of
the
Kentucky
State
Beekeepers
official
publication, the Kentucky Bee
Lute, said several experts will
be on hand for the conference.
Speakers will Include Tom
Harris, Kentucky's Commissioner of Agriculture;
Maynard D. Curtis, a former
commercial apiarist from
Kansas and editor of the Bee
Busier; John R. Caulk, an
authority from Ohio State
University; David T. Harvey,
Cincinnati, a bee inspector in
Southwestern Ohio; I^eslie H.

Little, former State Apiarist
for Tennessee; and William G.
Eaton, a bee and honey
specialist.
Activities will include a
slide presentation, "Of
Interest to Beekeepers," this
evening.
Tomorrow at 9:45 a.m. Commissioner Harris will speak on
the "Kentucky Agricultural
Scene."
"Producing
Quality
Honey," "Wintering Bees
Successfully," "Getting
Acquainted with Nature," and
"Queens" are all topics to be
discussed Friday.
Helen M. Hulsey, IRS Tax
Consultant, will speak on Bees
and Taxes at 2:00 p.m.
tomorrow, followed by a field
trip to the KKl" Bee Yard.
(For details see page one.)
Tomorrow evening
the beekeepers will crown a
Honey Queen and be en-

tertained by a group of dancers from Irvine listed on the
program as the "World
Champion Cloggers."
A demonstration of honey
production will be held during
the meeting at the EKU
Department of Agriculture
apiary.
The program will include
film presentations by out-ofstate bee specialists and talks
by officers of the Kentucky
Association, including Phillip
Home, Lebanon Junction,
president; Charles Martin,
Stanford, vice-president, and
Raymond l.iiynt\ Berea.
Registration fee is 13, and
those attending the conference
full time will receive a certificate of credit. However,
persons wishing to sit in on one
or two sessions are welcome.
l-ayne, who has been a
member of the Beekeepers
Association since 1950, and

263 C IWtlin ST 624*2424
Is Looking For Confident Persons,

who currently Is keeping ten
hives, noted that membership
dues for the association are $2
yearly. The fee includes a
monthly copy of the Kentucky
Bee Line.
The
Kentucky
State
Beekeepers Association is
made up of 14 local
associations.
It was pointed out at last
year's conference that Kentucky is not a commercial
honey producer, but it has
about 3,000 beekeepers, most
of them sparetime keepers.
ft
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..and the beginning of an exciting
new era in mid-day dining.
Domino's introduces a tasty
alternative...pizza for lunch.
Great when you're too busy to get
away because Domino's will
deliver it to you, hot and delicious,
within 30 minutes.
So break up the routine ..have a
pizza for lunchl
Hours:
I 1.00am-1:00am Sun.-Thurs
II 00am-2 00am Fri.-Sat.

tiBam.

GATES THERMOSTAT

It's a simple device,
really.
But if it ever stops
working, you'll know
it...fast! It's your
thermostat and it
decides how hot (or
cold) your engine
will run.
If it doesn't open properly, you'll find
yourself sitting at the edge of the freeway...
all steamed up. If it doesn't close properly,
you'll be all the way to work before the
heater begins to work.

Southern Hills Plaza

Have your car's "heart'' checked frequently
and always specify Gates Positive Piston
Action Thermostats.
It's that simple.

8V4 Thru 11

WORK SHOES
in many styles Reg. 18" - 21"

$

receiving new gowns

With This Coupon

We reserve the right to
limit our delivery area

Shoe Sale
On BIG IEEE

Includes
Nursing
Shoes

Guest speakers include Mrs.
Ruth West, who is the State
Art Consultant. She will talk
on "What's New in Art at the
State and National Levels."
Bill
Morningstar,
a
professor at Berea will lecture
on sculpture.
Sandra
Turnbow,
a
specialist in the practical arts,
will present a program on
practical arts and vocational
education.
The objective of this
workshop is to help teachers
plan and organize better art
programs in public schools,
and will act as refresher
course for elementary and
secondary art teachers.

Southern Hills Plaza 624-2200

Fast, Free Delivery
119 S. Collins
Telephone. 623-7724

623-0332

.;;:'.

By TRICIA PFLL'G

Beyle County High School

x
The end
off the
Brown

623-8972

Teachers study
public school art

ita Bridal
\ Boutique

^

Air Condition AM/FM Excellent
Condition.
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These welfare workers, she
explained, do not enter a
house where child abuse is
thought to have occurred to
bring abusers to court, but to
help them solve their

problems through discussions
and special programs. If the
cases are severe, she said
foster care may be necessary.
More than one-half of the
child abuse cases reported
annually occur among schoolaged children. Because of
this, she said, school teachers
need to look for signs of abuse.
Of all child abuse cases, she
said 3.4 percent are fatal. She
said that SO percent of the
incidents leave no permanent
physical damage, but that the
mental damage remains.

The 'Art Program in Public
Schools' workshop got under
way last Monday, under the
State Police; pump testing, direction of W.T. McHone,
Assistant Chief Jerry Simp- Associate Professor of Higher
son,
Berea;
pumper Education.
operations, Chief Kenneth
Studies of the public school
Adams, Lancaster; fire
art program will start at the
prevention, John Hill, senior
beginning of the 1800's and
attorney,
and
Charlie
continue through the present
Brumfield, both Office of State
day.
Fire Marshall; extrication,
Plans have been made to
Madison County Rescue
take field trips to Cincinnati,
Squad.
Self-contained breathing the Berea College Art
apparatus maintenance, Department, and the Living
company field representative; Arts Center in Lexington.
rural fire fighting, Captain
Baldwin David, Harrison
County, and BUI McClsin,
senior instructor, Ky. Fire
Service Training Program;
tactics, Richard Bogard,
deputy state fire marshall;
hazardous materials. Chief
Milton Knight, Cynthiana;
ladder testing and mainWe are
tenance, Captain David
Norris, Lexington Metro; and
daily
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, Bill Morton, trainer
for the American Heart
•Private Appointment
Association.

T>
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1972 Volvo 145 Stationwagon

the University, told the
audience of about 225 people
that they must look for signs of
any abuse but should also
contact the appropriate officals, such as welfare
workers, instead of investigating problems themselves.

are available

gr
Hair Designs

FOR SALE

■/••

About 250 firefighters will
come to Eastern July 29-30 for
the
Central
Kentucky
Firefighters Association
annual fire school.
Fire departments from 13
counties will be represented at
the school, Dale Cozad,
chairman of the EKU
Department
of
Fire
Prevention and Control, said.
The school, to be held at the
Robert R. Martin Law
Enforcement, Fire Science,
and Traffic Safety Center, will
include demonstrations of
various kinds of firefighting
and life-saving.
Those attending will be fire
department chiefs,
firefighters, rescue squad
members, ambulance service
members, industrial losscontrol people and others.
Workshops and leaders will
include field
fire
investigation, Chief Lowell
Murray, Berea Fire Department, and Steve Maffett,
arson investigator, Kentucky

--

2:00 P.M.-4:00 P.M.

Brand Names:
Breezy
Miss Boston
Berlantas
Lane Bryant

250 firefighters learn
life-saving techniques

20%'O

With Auto For Pizza Delivery.
Apply In Person Friday, July 12th

OPEN 10-5:30 Mon.-Sat. Appointments Available

''J*.r>-~~--mlrv..-~

both mental neglect and
sexual abuse problems. Of
these problems, physical
abuse, she said, is easiest to
detect
The most difficult to detect
is emotional abuse and
neglect. In these cases the
abused child shows symptoms
of isolating himself or herself
from parents and grown-ups.
often fearing being near or
touched by them.
When the child has been
sexually abused, often the
only signs are discussions of
the abuse by the children to
other grownups such as neighbors and teachers.
Dr. Greenough, who worked
with the West Virginia Mental
Health Center and as a consultant to the Welfare
Department before coming to

$

Now 8" - 10

w
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EVENING SHOES AND
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EKU journalists in attendance

Mondale speaks to governors
By TOMMY TUORNBURG
Boyle County High School
"There are no finer
delegates to the U.S. Senate
than Walter 'Dee' Huddleston
and Wendell Ford," said VicePresident Walter Mondale in
his opening remarks at the
17th Annual Mid-Western
Governors' Conference last

Friday evening. The VicePresident went on to say to
those attending the State
Dinner, which included
members of the EKU High
School Newspaper Conference, "Governor Carroll is
one of the ablest public servants in the United States
today."

Libbey's Russian article
slated for publication

Vice President Walter Mondale addressed governors. Members of the tenth annual EKU
the State Dinner of the Midwestern Governors High School Journalism Conference attended
Conference last Friday night. Mondale spoke the event.
before the group about new relationships
Photo by Michael Parker
developing between the administration and

The Modern Encyclopedia
of Russian and Soviet History
has accepted for publication
an article by Dr. James K.
Libbey, Associate Professor of
Learning Skills.

Alexander Gumberg, a
Russian-American prominent
in those unofficial relations
that occurred between the
United States and Soviet
Russia In the period 1917-1933.

Edited by D.R Joseph L
Wieczynski and published by
Academic International
Press, Gulf Breeze, Fla., the
encyclopedia has brought
together 150 distinguished
scholars in the
effort to
produce a definitive reference
work on Russian history. The
multi-volume series has won
Choice Magazine's "Outstanding Book Award."
Libbey's article, his third
for the encyclopedia, is a
biographical
essay
on

Libbey based his article on
his book, Alexander Gumberg
•and Soviet
-American
Relations, recently published
by the University Press of
Kentucky and honored by the
Southern Books Competition
with its top award for the best
designed book of 1978.
Dr. Libbey is also the
director of Eastern's College
Warm-Up, a summer session
for high school graduates
planning to attend college in
the faU.

Teachers trained to aid the handicapped
The latest revision of ttie
federal Education for the
Handicapped Act has resulted
in a two-session summer institute at Eastern Kentucky
University on teaching

children
with
learning
disabilities.
The seminar for school
teachers and children is a
direct result of Public Law 94142, according to institute

professor Dr. Norma David.
The law provides for
mandatory public education
programs for handicapped
students within the traditional
classroom setting, to be ac-

Librarians learn

Displays attract readers
By DEAN HOLT
Boyle County High School
Books and audio-visual aids
were the primary displays at
the annual "What's New in
Media" Conference held last
Tuesday in the E.K.U.
Library.
.Ms. Juanita Phillips,
Professor of Library Science,
the workshop director, said
that the program was again
successful.
The event is held to introduce area librarians to new
books and ideas available for
use with students in grades
kindergarten-12.
Besides
providing librarians time to
inspect books, material
displays such as paper
animals and dolls were used
beside books to demonstrate
how childrens books can be
displayed to attract their
attention.

Mrs. Julia Hudson, librarian designed for school children."
of the Lee County Middle Also, she said that it was
School in Beattyville, said that helpful to her In deciding
the conference "Certainly which new books to introduce
does accomplish its goals of into her library.
presenting books which are

Kodaly Method taught
By MARY JANE SANDUSKY one - week conference that
began last Monday.
Marion County High School
The Kodaly Method was
A new technique of teaching developed by Zolton Kodaly, a
students to be literate in music Hungarian composer, and was
was recently taught here at later taught in Hungarian
Eastern. The Kodaly Method, schools. Dr. Surplus learned
which teaches students of any the method at the University
age to read, write, and hear of South Carolina from
patterns in music, was taught Professor Rapad Darazs, a
by Dr. Jean Surplus, Hungarian escapee. AccorAssociate
Professor of ding to Dr. Surplus, the
Secondary
and
Higher Kodaly Method is very efEducation.
A total of 20 fective and is being used
students participated in the worldwide.

Hours
* Tues. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wed. 10 am to 6 p.m.
Thurs. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Fri. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Phone 623-1723
BOBBY JACK'S STYLE SHOP
1507 East Main Street

LajfOr Clt
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door to

CSC Bargain Barn

Bring this ad with you for a froe shampoo
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

Andys Pizza Palace
623-5400
350 Eastern By-Pass

CLIP &

We Deliver

SAVE
CLIP &
SAVE

companied by professional
team evaluations and individualized education.
Twenty-six teachers from
the Bluegrass region, working
on masters degrees in special
education taught 10 children
In the first part of the EKU
institute, according to Dr.
David. Approximately the
same student-teacher ratio is
expected for the second
session, which started last
Monday.
"Our hope as educators is
both to prepare teachers and
to solve problems hindering
the child's ability to learn, "
Dr. David said. "Because this
course is in the Department of
Special Education, one might
think that we're working with
the mentally retarded, but
that is not the case. These
children have a wide range of
problems, such as difficulty in
reading, visual skills, fine
motor coordination and
auditory skills," she said.
A third aim of the program
is to Inform the parent of the

child's particular learning
barrier and how it can best be
overcome.
With the parent's permission, results of the institute's diagnosis of the
child's problem and individual
education plan are sent to his
or her school in the hope that
such a plan might be carried
on throughout the school year.
"We assess the children to
determine their learning
strengths and problems then
we work with them to find how
they can learn most effectively," Dr. David said. "If
the children can complete this
program and learn more than
they ordinarily would have in
the next school year, then
we've been successful."
Persons interested In
participating in future Institutes or persons with
children who may benefit
from such a program are
Invited to call the Department
of Special Education and
Rehabilitation at Eastern,
telephone (606) 622-4442.

Big Bargain.
Twoallbeefpattiesspecialsaucelettuce
cheesepicklesonionsonasesameseedbun'"
Still under a dollar. At McDonald's*
where your dollar always gets a break!

Mondale also spoke of the
Carter administration's pride
in increasing the nation's
work force by adding 6.4
million new jobs since the
President has been in office.
In addition to providing
revenue, the employment
increase saved an immeasurable number of social
service dollars, according to
Mondale.
The Vice-President received
an ovation when he said that
every American has the right
to a job and work. Mondale
added that the government
should do its best to see that
the people get work.
Mondale stressed the United
State's need to develop a
better energy policy and

reduce foreign oil imports.
The imports contribute to
inflation and the dollar's
devaluation.
According to
Mondale, the imports may in
the future cost us our Independence. The nation must
learn to be self-reliant, and the
government must increase its
efficiency, said Mondale.

it realizes the nation's needs.
Mondale maintains that the
President and the governors
have a good relationship.

"On every issue of any
significance," Mondale said,
"We have had, I believe, a
closer relationship than we
have had perhaps ever between the President of the
Mondale said the U.S. United States and the
should setup its foreign policy governors."
according to its own needs.
Mondale said he thought this
The speech's central point, improved relationship was
according to Mondale, was the due to the fact that Carter was
fact that government should once a governor.
act in the people's interest
Immediately following his
while earning the public's
address,
Mondale
was
trust.
escorted by state, local, and
Mondale contended that our federal security officials to
government works best when Bluegrass Field.

Profs develop program

Students run for PRES'
By TOMMY THORNBl]RG
Boyle County High School
"I am sorry to report your
defeat, although you ran a
good race against heavy
odds," the computer print-out
read. Dr. Richard Vance,
Associate
Professor of
Political Science, had just
finished demonstrating the
presidential campaign game
on a computer terminal in thje
Wallace building.
"PRES" is the game's
name, and it is defined as "a
system
of
interactive
Presidential
election
simulations." The program
demonstrates some of the
basic elements and required
decisions of a presidential
campaign. This is done by
placing the player in the role
of a candidate who must
conduct a campaign. The
successful
campaigner's
reward is election to the office.
Philip
W.
Brashear,
Assistant
Professor
of
Mathematics, conceived the
"PRES" idea and did most of
the computer programming
for it.
Professor Vance
provided political expertise in
the program's development
and helped to further the Idea.
There are five different
'PRES" games. "PRES-1",
the first program went into
operation in November of 1976
as a simple game with very
few variables. It gradually
evolved, through a series of
games,intothepresent"PRES-

5". The most difficult phase of
the game's development, according to Vance, is making it
seem like an actual campaign
with all of the unpredictability
of a presidential race.
"'PRES-5' is the most
sophisticated of the games
because of its flexibility," said
Vance.
Because of its diversity and
complexity,
"PRES-5"
conveys the best idea of what
an actual campaign is like.
The newest game Includes
campaign
money

management,
popularity
polls, player determination of
campaign agendas, an electroral college form of voting,
and a changeable list of major
national Issues.
The program allows the
player to make a stand,
anywhere from liberal to
conservative, upon these
issues ona numerical basis.
The "PRES" games are
available to any interested
person on all of the campus's
computer terminals, according to Vance.

Teachers review
economic material
By BILLIE ANN WILSON
Boyle County High School
"Economic understanding
is vital
In
economic
education," according to Dr.
William R. Morrow, Professor
of Economics. He is currently
directing the Consumer
Economics Workshop along
with Leonard N. Widener,
Assistant Professor of Social
Studies Education.
The workshop utilizes
materials developed by the
State
Department
of
Education in Florida; the
Kentucky Department of
Education; and the Joint
Council for Education. These
materials will be reviewed by
the participating high school

teachers who will then develop
their own ways of using the
concepts and techniques in
their individual classrooms.
According to Dr. Morrow,
the basic goals of the
workshop are to provide
teachers with the means of
conveying a basic understanding to students of our
economic
system;
the
relationship between consumers, the government, and
producers, along with the
assets and liabilities which
result from this relationship,
as well as the consumer's
roles, responsibilities, and
rights in that system.
The workshop will meet In
the Combs Building thru
August 4.

One HOUR
DRY CLeaneRS
GOOD AT EITHER SHOPPER'S
VILLAGE OR MAIN STREET LOCATIONS
Good Friday Only

COLLEGE CAMPUS
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Powell decides to delay
signing of grant contract

RIF party...
(continued from page one)
The party was co-sponsored by the
Park and Recreation Board,
Newcomers Club, Jaycettes, Jr.
Women's Club and local school
teachers who issued the books.

A decision has been reached by J.C.
Powell, Eastern president, to delay the
signing of a $3,247 grant contract with
the Kentucky Humanities Council to
study "Goals, Objectives, and Attitudes
Concerning County-Wide Planning and
Zoning" in a workshop situation.
The $3,247.00 grant was awarded to
the University by the Lexington-based
Humanities Council on the basis of a
written proposal by Timothy J. Kubiak,
Associate Professor of Geography.

Irish Rollings, a member of the Parks
and Recreation staff, said all the proof
he needed to know that the children
were really interested in reading their
books, was when one child said, "Would
you read my book to me." Becky
Reister said that her book would give
her something to do this summer.
■■

Most of the children appeared to be
having a good time. 'Anytime you can
keep this many kids occupied-keep
them happy and keep them smiling-it's
fantastic," said Rollings. Brent Baldwin, self-described "sort of good" ball
player, had a big smile on his face as he
was running around trying to find a
baseball book, and Rick Culross, who
had just found a book on money collecting and said that now he wanted to
start a collection.

The Great Douganini' entertains children with his magic act
during the Reading Is Fundamental program held in the city

"We are exploring the possibility of a _
relook in terms of timing and composition of the proposal," said
President Powell, in an interview
yesterday. According to Powell, the
local climate in regards to county
planning would make it difficult for the
University to maintain it's educational
role in the matter.
"I've asked our people to look at their
proposal," said Powell. "We are
seeking to have an intellectual role, and
that will take some rethinking."

park last week. In reality he is Doug Nieland, Assistant
Professor of Parks and Recreation at EKU.
(Photo by G.Kleine.)

Session 'orients' freshmen and parents
By DEAN HOLT
Boyle County High School
For the seventh consecutive year the
Office of Student Affairs and
Undergraduate Studies is sponsoring a
series
of
summer
orientation
programs.
These programs are
designed to give incoming freshmen
and their parents an opportunity to
register for classes and learn more
about the University and its programs
before actual studies commence on
August 24.

To gain a further understanding of
the program, this Progress reporter
completed the orientation course
alongside entering freshmen and later
spoke to many about it.
The orientation program began at 8
a.m. in the Wallace Building where
parents and students registered for the
day-long program.
After having
completed this, each student then
received a folder containing the day's
agenda, a campus map, leaflets and
pamphlets concerning academic
programs offered, explanations of
counseling center services, residence
hall governments, and the EKU food
services.
Separate morning sessions were then
held on "Campus Living," "Student
Activities," and "Student Adjustment." While students attended these
sessions, parents met with Academic
Affairs administrators and with
representatives from the Department
of Learning Skills.

Mary Reister Louisville, Ky., completes her schedule during freshman
orientation. Reister will be a student in
the Department of Mass Communications this fall. .

really upset, emotional over the issue.''
The workshop would be an
educational process, according to
Kubiak, "to educate the people about
county plannipg. both pros and cons."
Despite the reversal of the Fiscal
Court's decision to study county planning, Kubiak feels that "it is not a dead
issue. There are still some magistrates
who want to find out what Madison
County people think, not just the vocal
minority."
Magistrates, farmers, developers
and decision makers in Madison County
would be among the people involved in
the workshop, according to Kubiak. A
panel of Eastern faculty members have
prepared topical presentations on
several aspects of county planning.

By MARGARET MACDONALD

This reporter's group, composed of 28
female and one male future nursing
students, first heard Mrs. Margaret
Kellingsworth, resident hall counselor
from Burnam Hall present a slide show
concerning social activities at the
University, which was followed by a
question and answer period.
Mrs. Kellingsworth showed students

how to address letters to campus
students and explained the University's
"quiet hours" program.
She told
female students to expect overcrowded
situations in Mattox, Case, and Combs
Halls. She also recommended that
freshmen live on campus even if over 21
years old, since they will face many
new challenges during their first year.
Mrs. Jill Harvin, assistant to the
Director of Student Organizations and
Activities, taught the next session on
student objectives. At the beginning of
the program, identification photos were
taken. Later, she explained that the
card will entitle the student to engage in
many student activities.
Afterwards, students in the conference introduced themselves, their
home towns, and reasons they had for
choosing Eastern. Most students cited
the relatively low cost of education at
EKU and their preference for the Richmond area as primary reasons.
The final student session during the
morning concerned "student adjustment."
Judith Brown of the
counseling center discussed the center
and its function.
Next, a 30 minute student financial
aid meeting was held for parents and
new freshmen.
The final sessions of the orientation
began at 12:30 p.m. with students going
to the Combs Building for scheduling
and registration.

263 East Main

Parents met during this final period
with student affairs administrators and
the counseling center staff, who
covered material given earlier in the
day to the incoming freshmen A slide
show concerning dormitory life was
also shown, and representatives from
EKU's food service spoke to the
parents.
Following the program, several
students and parents expressed
positive opinions about the orientation
program. Charles Tickner, father of
Deborah Tickner, who will be a freshman nursing student next year, praised
the staff for the "thoroughness with
which everything was explained."
Many students also felt that the
program was successful. Beth Roark of
I.exington said it was helpful and well
presented.

R.E. Forderhase, professor of history
at Eastern and a panel member, said,
"Planning itself is a red flag. It's
become an emotionally laden word. If
the workshop were to attempt to advocate policy, they'd (Ky. Humanities
Council) pull the plug on funding."
Arthur Curtis, director of the Kentucky Humanities Council, said the
grant was awarded to Eastern Kentucky University because, "They submitted a proposal to us. We found it to
be workable, imaginative, a good use of
humanities money. On that basis, we
decided to make a grant."
Kubiak plans to ask President J.C.
Powell to sign the contract sometime
next spring.

According to Kubiak, proposed director of the workshop, the seminar's aim
would be "to find out if the citizen's of
Madison County feel a need for planning."
"We would introduce basic issues
.. define problems in Madison County.''
Kubiak said. "The issue blew up last
month with an organized effort to
squash county planning...people got

No increase expected
in enrollment this fall
Ambrose, Dean of Admissions.
According to Dean Ambrose, summer student orientation, now in its sixth
year, has gone well. The number of
those who have attended orientation
during the first three weeks has been
slightly higher than last year's figure
for the same period.
Foreign student enrollment will be up
at Eastern in the fall, according to
Dean Ambrose. The number of foreign
student applications has already exceeded the number of foreign students
who attended the university last year.
According to the Office of Housing, if
enrollment continues at its present
rate, students will be housed three to a
room in some dormitories. Women will
be housed three to a room in Case,
Combs, and Martin Halls, if needed.
Keene Hall will be the first of the men's
dormitories to be used in housing excess enrollment. After that, Mattox
Hall would take more residents.

By TOMMY THORNBURG
Boyle County High School
An accurate figure for fall enrollment
is unavailable. However, "enrollment
appears to be about the same as it was
last year," stated Dr. Charles

Kenny Cole, the only male nursing
student in this reporter's orientation
group, also felt that the program was
well organized.
Cole, a graduate of Estill County High
School, said his reason for coming to
nursing school was because of the
"need for male nursing care." He said
his college decision came about
because of his favorable attitude
toward EKU which he had in part
formulated when he participated in the
High School Newspaper Conference a»
Eastern last summer.

Persons who will complete a
teacher certification program in
either the summer session of the
August Intersession should
already have applied for certification.
This includes all graduate and
undergraduate certifications and
changes in salary rank under the
Minimum Foundation Program.
Those who have not applied
should do so immediately in the
Office of Teacher Admission,
Certification and Evaluation in
room 423 of the Combs Classroom
Building.
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